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Schooling tor the Culturally Deprived'
by Harry S. Broudy

Introduction

THE SCHOOLING of the culturally deprived
and the disadvantaged child, is, at the moment, one
of the liveliest issues on the educational stock ex-
change.' One wonders why this is so. After all, the
poor and the downtrodden have always been with

us ; indeed this has been the most faultless of
Scriptural predictions.

There are obvious and perhaps superficial fac-
tors in our present concern. The rise of delinquen-

cy, the violence spurting out of the civil rights
movements in the last few years, the heavy relief
rolls at times when prosperity is generally wide-
spreadall of these have made the public sensi-
tive to the possibility of worse things to come. The
people are frightened.

In the presidential campaign (1964) Senator
Goldwater pointed to these conditions as good rea-

sons for throwing out the Democrats. President
Johnson pointed to them aS very good reasons
for his remaining in office. Goldwater blamed the
situation on too much welfare legislation ; Johnson

on too little. The public was with Johnson on this
point. A veritable avalanche of legislation allow-
ing or ordering someone to do something about
poverty and schooling is now roaring through the
Congressional hopper.

The deeper factors appear when one asks how it
is possible for a society living at the highest point
on the hog, so to speak, to have such huge pockets
of poverty? How is it that the newspapers are
filled with pleas for workers in the engineering
and business fields, and yet millions of people are
unemployed? This has elicited the response that
the unemployment is selective; that only the very
unskilled and unschooled are unemployed.

DR. BROUDY is Professor of Philosophy of Education at
the University of Illinois. Dr. Broudy has written ex-
tensively. His books have included Building a Philosophy
of Education (Second Edition) and Democracy and Ex-
cellence in American Secondary Education (Co-author).
Prepared for delivery at the Articulation Conference,
Allerton House, University of Illinois, February 21, 1965.

2So voluminous and diverse has the literature become that
a clearing house for it is already in operation at the
Yeshiva College in New York City. A report on "The
Research Relevance of Desegreg tion," by Meyer Wein-
berg, delivered at the New Englar, Conference on Educa-
tional Research, Rhode Island Colk e, Providence, Novem-
ber 27-28, contained a reference L of 120 items.
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Peter F. Drucker, the New York University
economist, in the January 10, 1965, issue of the
New York Times Sunday Magazine made some
interesting observations on the causes of unem-
ployment.

(1) "The real villain is the tremendous upgrading
in the country's educational levela ten to twenty
per cent minority of our young people but still a
large total number, especially of younger Negroes
are losing ground in status and opportunities."

(2) He doubts that the real villain is automation,
for although the core of "our present unemploy-
ment is made up of teen-agers, especially teen-age

Negroes ... most of these get jobs when they be-
come adults; that is, when they become available
for full-time work. After 20, there is a dramatic
drop in the joblessness rate, even among Negroes."

(3) He argues that the fact that the large majori-
ty of young people have high school or college
diplomas explains why jobs calling for these qual-
ifications have been increasing so fast. This sounds

a bit odd, but perhaps it is clarified in the next
point.

(4) The availability of large numbers of high
school and college graduates makes it possible for
foremanships and supervisory jobs that once used
to go to floor workers in the factory or office
workers to be given to management trainees. Work
layout, loading plans, and other jobs that require
"knowledge power" are being split off from the
hand power parts of the task and given to the bet-
ter schooled workers. This downgrades the man-
ual worker even more.

But why in a nation proud of its schools and
school laws do we have men and women who are il-
literate, literally and functionally? The average
American citizen, caught by a pollster on the
street, would have thought that illiteracy had been
wiped out in the country long ago.

We are then told that illiteracy and the school
dropouts are caused by cultural deprivation :
that the home life and community life of the Ne-
gro, especially in the South but often in the North,
Mexicans and Puerto Ricans, Mountain Hollow

Continued on page 14
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The children were delighted when their moth-
ers said they could come to the special summer
program. Immediately they began questioning,
"Well, is it tomorrow?" or "Is it next week?" or
"How long is it?" Then, younger or older brothers
and sisters would ask, "Can I go, too?" The chil-
dren wanted to come to school, and they were
excited about it.

Young children want to learn and want to come
to school. How often culturally disadvantaged
children come and meet failure! By the time these
children are in fourth or fifth grade, they often
remark, "I hate school." School work is made to
be soinething that they cannot achieve their great
dasire to learn is destroyed and they do not want
to come to school. The school has not provided for
their needs.

An important part of my home visit was lis-
tening to the mothers. They wanted very much to
talk, not always about school, not always about
their children. I did not answer, "I know how it
feels to be poor." I didn't know how it felt to
sleep on a raw mattress without bed linens. But

the mother and I did have one thing in common
the welfare of her child.

When I left the house, a flock of children was
usually waiting for me outside. They asked, "Are
you coming to my house?" If I had to tell them
"No," the disappointed look on their faces gave me
a guilt complex. I was the Pied Piper walking back
to my car with my followers holding my hand or
hanging on to my dress. Driving home, I tried to
think of the kinds of experiences the school needs
to provide for these culturally disadvantaged chil-
dren.

Each morning as they greeted me in the class-
room with their smiles, I wanted to ask them,
"How can I help you?" If only we were perceptive
enough to understand what they tell us, we would
know.'

'A spedal class was conducted in The Laboratory School to
provide observation and participation experiences for teach-
ers enrolled in the I.S.U. reading institute organized to help
teachers teach disadvantaged children. Four centers were
also developed in the city of Terre Haute for the I.S.U. read-
ing institute for teachers of disadvantaged children, sum-
mer, 1965.

Guideposts for Love and Understanding

Continued from page 3

understandings are over, let us hope and trust
they can become "bygones."

(10) Teachers and parents can help children to
face the realities of life.

Without burdening children, we can be honest
about family problems, social problems, dis-
appointments, death, etc. This can be done in
terms of the age level and understanding of
the child.

(11) Children can be helped to develop a whole-
some sense 'of humor.
The smile and the laugh are the vitamins of
emotional health. Realistic optimism and hu-
mor can make many a problem lighter. Besides,
adults can enjoy and share the spontaneous
delights of children.

(12) Each child is unique in his own right and his
intrinsic worth.
It is best to avoid comparing children in the
same class, the same or different families.
Every child develops and grows at his own
individual pace. Growth may not be even in
all directions.

(13) All who work with children must recognize
that all behavior is caused.

18

There are reasons for everything that hap-
pens. However, those who help children must
recognize they are human and possess frailties
and avoid expecting impossible perfection.
Then, too, every adult who works or lives
with childr m is not a trained psychologist or
psychiatrist and cannot attempt to constant-
ly analyze and interpret all behavior.

(14) Children grow through certain basic deve!op-
mental stages with unique variations for each
one.

Some walk at nine months and others walk at
eighteen months some sit at five months.
Emotional growth finds its own rhythm too.
If you cannot be immature at four, five, six,
or seven, when can you?

(15) Every stage of growth is important. All of
life is important.
Let us help children to feel that we love them
as they are : boy or girl, baby or toddler or
school age child, slim or heavy, light or dark.
It is good to be what you are if others help you
to feel valued that way and to see life in that
manner. The challenge is ours.



Schooling for the Culturally Deprived

Continued from page 4

Folks and their like create successive generations

of candidates for the relief rolls, broken families,

potential lawbreakers, unemployables, and the
like. It is generally agreed that the term "socially

disadvantaged" covers a low educational level of

the parents, low income, meager experience with

the environment beyond the home, poor housing,

poor health, and broken or incomplete families.

Presumably children from such families and in

such surroundings do not develop enough linguist-

ically or conceptually to benefit from ordinary

schooling, or at least their talking and thinking

are not what the school expects of them. Further-

more, the desire to learn and even to be in school

is feeble when compared to that of the culturally

replete child.' Yet some research shows that many

lower-class Negro mothers have high educational

aspirations for their children.'

So much, I believe, is by now familiar ; and it

has been made clear that schooling is the wedge

that will break the vicious chain. We are promised

that there will be huge sums for the retraining of

the adult, the improvements of his environment,

and a massive attack on the resistance to learn-

ing now found in the children due to the cultural
deprivation, which is caused by poverty, which is

caused by ignorance, which is caused by cultural

deprivation.

Powerful a tool as education is, and granting

that it is to be the growth industry of the future,

one should not be carried away. Education enables

us to exploit social and economic potentialities,

but it cannot create these potentialities, certainly

not all of them. The State of California, we are
told, has invested heavily in schooling; but it did

not of itself create the airplane and other indus-

tries nor the tremendous immigration of citizens

into that state that makes schooling so usable.

Education is the most promising long-term weapon

in fighting poverty and its consequences because

conditions are just about right for the investment
to pay off.

As one reads and listens one is inevitably re-
minded that this is not the first time in history
that education has been elected to redeem the lowly

and unfortunate child. Several outstanding ex-

'Robert J. Havighurst, Public Schools of Chicago (Chi-
cago: The Board of Education, 1964), p. 57.

'Robert R. Bell, "Lower Class Negro Mothers and Their
Children," Integrated Education, December 1964-January
1965 (Philadelphia).
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amples come to mind. One was Johann Heinhich

Pestalozzi (1746-1827), the famous Swiss educa-

tor, who saw in education a way of redeeming

the misery and depravity of the poor, especially

the poor in the mills.

Pestalozzi wanted to regenerate the culturally
deprived by producing in each child a deep sense
of worth and dignity in making him aware of

his own powers. To do so he founded several
schools for indigent children in which literacy,
manual skills, and character reformation through
"family" love were to be featured. This was a pat-
tern that many others, including some of our con-
temporaries, were to follow.

These efforts were failures; Pestalozzi's schools

at Burgdorf and Yverdon were successful only

when they became showcases for new methods of
teaching the well-to-do rather than redeeming
the indigent. And Pestalozzi was discouraged as
much by the indifference of his wretched benefic-
iaries as by that of the rich benefactors.

Just as the 18th century was drawing to a
close, Robert Owen (1771-1858), director of large
cotton mills at New Lanark in Scotland, under-
took to improve the morals and living conditions
of the laboring class in the community. Especially
noteworthy is that Owen started with infant
schools for children five to ten years of age. It
should also be recalled that in 1802 Parliament en-
acted its first compulsory education law entitled
"An Act for the Preservation of the Health and
Morals of Apprentices and others Employed in
Cotton and other Mills, and Cotton and other
Factories." Section 6 of the law stipulated that
every apprentice should receive instruction for
part of the working day in reading, writing, and
arithmetic, or either of them.'

Both in Britain and the United States the
common school movement had its first proddings
from the problem of orphans and the children
of the wretched poor. Since these children could
not possibly be provided for by their parents, the
only recourse was to private or public charity; and
public charity, of course, was achieved by taxation.

In the same vein recall the work of August Her-
mann Francke, a German pietist of the 17th cen-

'Frederick Eby and C. F. Arrowood, The Development of
Modern Education (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1940),
pp. 614ff.



tury in Halle, Germany. He also was committed
to the notion that the regeneration of the poor
could be accomplished by education. Nor need we
recount the efforts of both the Catholic and
Protestant churches in various countries to rescue
the poor through preaching and teaching.

Whatever good these efforts accomplished,
they did little to diminish the problems of poverty ;
for every branch snatched from the burning, a
dozen brushfires sprang up to replace them. The
good effects, as a matter of fact, were not in the
reduction of poverty, but rather in providing ex-
perience and precedents for the establishment of
a common, tax-supported, compulsory school sys-
tem.

So the recognition of poverty as a cause of
social evil and the recourse to education to remedy
it are hardly new. Why were these attempts not
successful? Chiefly because human labor was re-
garded as a commodity to be bought as cheaply
and exploited as much as possible. For a long time
the factory system tried to live up to Karl Marx's
description of it. Marx had argued that capital-
ism must exploit labor and keep it at a subsis-
tence level, because profit was produced by the
extra hours of labor, over and above those needed
to produce an article, that the employer could
extort free of charge from the laborer. In early
capitalistic factory production, poverty was re-
garded as necessary to profit, and cheap labor
was the instrument of industrial progress. The
resultant human misery and degradation were
deplored by good Christians; but since the laws
of supply and demand were regarded by econo-
mists as having the status of Newton's laws of
motion, industrialists did not really believe pover-
ty and exploitation could or should be prevented.
They did feel obligated by Christian principles to
relieve it by charity. Philanthropy was expected
of the wealthy, and often it was forthcoming; but
not only could the 18th and 19th centuries tolerate
large pockets of poverty, they could not seem to
flourish without them. As for the children of
the poor, education was designed to give them a
vocational skill, a willingness to work, and a
strong belief that in heaven social injustices
would be abolished and their patience rewarded.
Even so liberal a thinker as John Locke saw noth-
ing more as necessary for them.

Our problem in many ways resembles that of
previous ages, but in one important respect it
differs, viz., in the fact that the ranks of the
socially disadvantaged include disproportionate-
ly large numbers of people who have been victims
of color discrimination. In addition to improving
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their economic lot, these people have to fight
segregation that prevents them from achieving
a means to better themselves. So far as education-
al opportunity is concerned the American prob-
lem is so closely interwoven with segregated and
integrated schools that it is unrealistic to make
believe that the problem of the disadvantaged
white is the same as that of the disadvantaged
Negro.

If all these historical efforts to redeem the
culturally deprivedby educationfailed, what
reasons do we have to believe that we can succeed
now?

New Factors Increase the Nation's Concerns

The new factor in today's concern with edu-
cation of the culturally deprived is not a more
sensitive conscience, but rather a set of circum-
stances that makes poverty in large pockets econ-
omically disastrous, militarily dangerous, and
politically inexpedient.

It is economically disastrous, because in a large-
scale mechanized industrial society production
tends to outstrip consumption. The rich can step
up their spending for luxuiies, but this is not
enough. Large amounts of mass-produced staples
and luxuries must be disposed of at a profit, so
the poor also must be given enough to buy the
product of our industrial machine. In other words,
people who cannot produce and consume at a high
rate are not only an intolerable economic burden ;
they are positively subversive of the total eco-
nomic enterprise.

Likewise, our modern mechanized, electronized,
atomicized military machine cannot operate with
functionally illiterate soldiers or civilians. We
cannot fight or threaten to fight wars without
huge cadres of highly skilled workmen, automa-
tion notwithstanding.

Finally, it happens to be a fact that the poor
have votes or, in the new nations, guns and that all
over the world they threaten to use votes or guns
to get their share of the good life. Social condi-
tions are on the side of social justice, and this
makes the current attack on the problem more
promising than ever before. For happy is the na-
tion that can afford to realize its ideals.

Another factor that militates in favor of suc-
cess is that the suggested remedies strike at social
conditions that give rise to deprivation. For exam-
ple, a significant feature of the current move on
the problem is the attention being given to the
preschool child, on the theory that intervention



has the greatest effect at this period." It makes
sense to render the children more educableif, at
the same time, we modify the homes and neighbors
so that schooling takes hold. This social assist the
earlier reformers did not have. Our current ap-
proaches, while resembling a clutch of band-
wagons rushing off in all directions, may yet
verify Gunnar Myrdal's hypothesis. That noted
student of the Negro problem insisted that real
social change comes whn the equivalent of a
chain reaction sets in ; when laws, education, job
opportunities, and moral fervor all reciprocally
intensify their effect. We seem to be approaching
that state of affairs in dealing with the culturally
disadvantaged.

Some Reflections

What then remains to be said on this problem?
Much, no doubt, but I shall confine myself to a
few reflections.

First of all, it occurs to me that the teaching
of disadvantaged children and the administration
of such schools should be professionalized, and that
the recruitment and training of teachers and other
personnel be organized on that basis. Much as I
share the general admiration for the Peace Corps,
much as I applaud the efforts of college students
to tutor Negro children, and much as I believe in
the power of money bonuses, I would rather not
place all my bets on any one of them or all of
them.

Much as a Dr. Schweitzer or a Dr. Dooley have
accomplished, a large corps of professionally com-
petent but relatively uninspired physicians would
have accomplished even more. Talented and dedi-
cated amateurs achieve impressive results and do
marvelous things, especially when they feel like it.
They benefit mankind as a whole only if they in-
spire an army of relatively prosaic but profes-
sionally competent professionals to succeed them.

Making the teaching of disadvantaged children
in disadvantaged schools attractive to competent
personnel is not essentially a different task from
making other socially valuable but ordinary un-
pleasant bsks vocationally acceptable. Undertak-
ing, cleaning of sewers, garbage removal, and tak-
ing care of the sick and the aged belong in this
category. Policemen, firemen, clergymen, doctors,

H. Knobloch and B. Pascamanick, "Eivironmental Fac-
tors Affecting Human Development Before and After
Birth," Pediatrics (August, 1960), aiso H. Knobloch and
B. Pascamanick, "The Relationship of Race and Socio-
metric Status to the Development of Motor Behavior Pat-
terns in Infancy," Social Aspects of Psychiatry, American
Psychiatric Association, Psychiatric Research Reporth
No. 10 (December, 1958).
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and lawyers from time to time have to deal with
aspects of life that are ugly and revolting.

How are such callings and tasks made tolera-
ble and even honorable? First by routinization, i.e.,
knowing how to deal with them step by step with
predetermined procedures. An imperfect routine
is better than no routine. At a time when educa-
tors turn their noses up at anything that is not
creative, routine is not exciting; but for that very
reason children and teachers may value the securi-
ty routine affords, especially if we are to believe
that these children often regard the schoolroom
as a real or symbolic threat. Anyone who has
seen a nurse clean up a sick patient two or three
times within an hour realizes that it is routine
procedureone step following another according
to a fixed ruleand skill that carries her through
what would drive most of us screaming out of the
room. One can be sure that the nurse brings in the
pretty flowers and puts them into a vase with
more pleasure than she cleans up a retching pa-
tient ; but she routinizes both, just as she routin-
izes the taking of temperatures and joshing with
elderly gentlemen.

However, routinization by itself is not enough
to make an unpleasant task attractive to an intel-
ligent worker. Dependable routines may make
practical nursing tolerable but not the practice of
medicine. Examining feces under a microscope and
emptying bedpans differ primarily in the intel-
lectual quality of the tasks being performed. A
surgeon and a butcher both cut and manipulate
blood and tissue, but the vocational difference is
enormous. Intellectualization is a great trans-
former of occupational valence. It is not so much
the intrinsic unpleasantness of a calling that re-
pels intelligent prospective practitioners as its
lack of intellectual quality, its low demand on the
person's cognitive powers. This is especially im-
portant if the persons we hope to attract to teach-
ing the disadvantaged classroom are to have good
brains as well as a strong sense of social service.

Routine and intellectualization provide the de..
personalization that makes it possible for us to
deal with emotionally charged situations effi-
ciently. If we feel the pain of the patient, the
misery of the pupil or the world too keenly, we
cannot do our best in relieving these evils. Some
situations are so painful to those personally in-
volved in them that society has developed classes
of people who do what must be done without per-
sonal involvement. Teaching the difficult pupil in a
difficult environment is one such situation. How
to maintain concern for the child without becom-
ing a parental or sibling substitute is an especially



ticklish problem for the teacher. If teachers are

to love pupils, it cannot be in the ordinary mean-
ing of love.

Teaching the culturally deprived child, espe-
cially when it is a child from a poor slum environ-

ment, can be unpleasant; but I dare say that the
unpleasantness of dirty appearance and other
stigmata of poverty are not the most important
repellents to the prospective teacher. More im-

portant are the frustrations that go with inade-

quate motivation, inadequate time, inadequate ma-

terials, and the amount of time that has to be

spent on non-instructional activity. As a colleague

of mine has said: It is the beating of one's head

against a stone wall that frightens the teacher
away from the disadvantaged school.

Accordingly, over and above all that training
institutions can possibly hope to do by way of

routinization and intellectualization, there remains

the task for the community and the school admin-

istrator to provide the conditions under which the

trained teacher can function profitably, both psy-
chologically and educationally.

My second set of remarks have to do with the
superficial plausibility of rushing into a literacy
repair job-preparation type of schooling to rescue
the culturally deprived child. At a time when even
well-trained craftsmen are in danger of becoming

displaced by automation or the obsolescence of

their job skills, does it make sense to mount a
massive educational effort that will place a whole
generation of culturally deprived people into the

lowest level of jobs? It is better, to be sure, than
remaining on the relief rolls; but is it equality
of educational opportunity? Is it an adequate

training for the retraining that is anticipated for
so many workers?

What is there to assure us that rescuing a
generation from the relief rolls will automatically
make them into the kind of self-respecting, cogni-

tively sophisticated, skillful people who will rear
children whom the state will not have to rescue
by another crash program? Only if the children we

rescue master a basic program of general educa-

tion in the sciences and the humanities is there

any hope of getting all segments of our society

operating under their own power.

The demands of vocation, citizenship, and per-
sonal adequacy in the new society will call for 12

years of common general studies as a minimum

for every citizen, including the culturally deprived.

In the next few decades anyone with less than
this will be culturally deprived indeed.

I agree with those who hold that the most
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mortal insult one can proffer a human being is to

demand less from him than from his fellows. The

Negro and other victims of cultural deprivation

should not be tempted to settle for a second-rate

set of expectations from themselves. Indeed there

is evidence to the effect that their aspirations are

high. Whether they can live up to these expecta-

tions cannot be known until we make good the defi-

ciencies that prevent their true potentialities from

being manifested. Differences in talent and ener-
gy will and should out, but these are not differ-
ences in the essential needs of humanity: the
desire for self-determination, self-realization, and

some sort of self-integration. And it is to these
generic human needs that general education is

directed.

So in devising the approach to the education

of the culturally deprived child, let us keep the

ultimate sights as high as for the rest of the popu-

lation. Remedial, compensatory measures should

be regarded as temporary; and we should be wary

lest all the promised funds be drained off in these

temporary measures. The national delusion that

our way of life, our values, and aspirations are all
determined by our bank account makes it all too

plausible to believe that merely getting people off

the relief rolls will change their modes of life,
whereas it may merely enable them to finance an
old mode of life from another source. Economical

repleteness and cultural repleteness are not syn-

onymous.

There is some reason to believe, on the basis

of some recent studies on the motivation of lower-

class adolescents, that they are not so hostile to

all the values of middle-class achievements as is

sometimes alleged. They do want the things the

affluent society can give them ; and given a reason-

able skill in achieving them, there is little doubt

that they can achieve them. The justification of

affluence is that it makes the peculiarly human
qualities of lifethe intellectual, moral, aesthetic,

and religious qualitiesmore easily realized and

more widely dispersed. The job does not produce
these qualities ; it merely relieves the economic
pressures that militate against them.

This brings me to the last observation. It is

that we ought not to take for granted that the
culturally deprived children may not have some-
thing that ought to be preserved as we clean them

up, fatten them up, and get them jobs. It has been
often noted that the upper-upper classes and the
lower-lower ones have in common an indiffer-
ence to what the middle classes cherish. To be
sure they despise the middlers in different ways ;
but each enjoys a freedom from middle-class con-



ventions and morality, one because it can afford
to defy them, and the other because it has noth-
ing to lose by defying them. In matters of sex,
aggression, living for the day, scorn of thrift,
disdain for steady employment, love of sensual en-
joyment, a desire for moving about, the very
loftly and the very low resemble each other more
than they do the middle class.

Now while the middle class is still the back-
bone of the nation, it is also the stuffed shirt of
the nation. The mediocrity, the crass materialism,
the status hunger, the fear of originalityall of
these less admirable traits of the middle class
one should foist upon the culturally deprived with
great hesitation. There is a real question here as
to who is deprived and of what?

The slum child, it has been shown repeatedly,
may be sophisticated within his own milieu; he
manages shrewdly and well in a hard situation ;
he is tough and resourceful. It would be a shame
to strip him of these admirable qualities in favor
of a merely softer and more prolonged infancy.
Perhaps our schools can learn from the culturally
deprived how to toughen up our culturally replete
youngsters and make them more self-reliant, less
prone to run to their parents for the latest toy,
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the latest clothes, the fanciest entertainment, help
in their homework, and intercession with the
school authorities and even the police.

What I am saying so awkwardly is that our
determination to do what we ought to have done
long ago for the culturally deprived--or more
precisely, what we should have done for ourselves
is a chance to look at ourselves and ask whether
we of the middle classes are the true mold by
which the unfortunate are to be made fortunate.
Is there not a better model? There is, and it is a
classless model. That model is a combination of
traits hammered out by the wisdom of the ages
from the great insights of the Greeks and Jews
and the Christians, the science and the literature
of the West, not to speak of the wisdom of the
East. In this model, I dare say, the solid virtues of
thrift, cleanliness, honesty, industry, and depend-
ability will be written large ; but I am equally
sure that the quickness of mind and hand, the
independent spirit of the gamin, the willingness
to take life in its immediacy with all of its fresh
flavor, the readiness to laugh, to love, and to enjoy
the vividness of experience will not be missing.
In equalizing educational opportunity, let it be
opportunity for the best.

The Disadvantaged Child: Primary Group Training for Secondary Group Life

Continued from page 5

styles differ in significant ways from those of the
middle class patterns, (2) compared to middle
class performances, lower class socialization is

less adequate, (3) the lower class system of in-
teractions and relationships is characterized by
what is here termed "primary group relatedness"
while the dominant middle class system is one of
secondary as well asvrimary interactions and re-
lationships.

Considering first the inappropriate value-orien-
tations and life styles, and following the practice
of outlining and citing more detailed references,
studies indicate lower class groups differ from
middle class in several critical areas. First, the
lower class child lives in a world where social
problems appear with greater frequency than they
do in the world of the middle class child (16,23).

He is more likely to have viewed and/or experi-
enced familial discord, physical violence, drug ad-
diction, drunkenness, mental illness, crime, and
delinquency. In this sense, and probably only in
this sense, he comes to the school with a broader
range of experiences than does the middle class
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child. Secondly, he lacks the conventional man-
ners and courtesies of the middle class child, es-
pecially with respect to the more formalized pat-
terns and the symbolic substitues for physical
action (2). Thirdly, the occupational value-orien-
tations of the adults differ in ways that devalue
occupations and work. Where the middle class
father tends to view work as important in itself,
and to merge his personality in the occupational
role, the lower class father views work as a means
to other goals, seldom as an end in itself. Where
the middle class father thinks in terms of occu-
pational advancement and success, the lower class
father tends to think in terms of security, activity,
and the immediate gratification of consumer de-
Isires (8, 21). Closeliyf related to the occupa-
tional value-orientations are the fourth set of dis-
tinguishing factors, the cluster of characteristics
described as the achievement syndrome and de-
layed gratification pattern. Compared to the mid-
dle class the lower class is less achievement orient-
ed, less concerned with individual success or with
the attainment of high status or of upward mo-
bility as a success goal (9, 14, 17, 24).

,


